Fear conditioning and shock intensity: the choice between minimizing the stress induced and reducing the number of animals used.
Many fear conditioning studies use electric shock as the aversive stimulus. The intensity of shocks varies throughout the literature. In this study, shock intensities ranging from 0 to 1.5 mA were used, and the effects on the rats assessed by both behavioural and biochemical stress parameters. Results indicated a significant difference with respect to defaecation and freezing behaviour between controls and those animals that received a shock. Significant differences in corticosterone levels were also noted between controls and those groups that received a shock. No significant differences were found between the shock groups with regards to the stress parameters measured in our fear conditioning paradigm, indicating that the two shock groups were similarly stressed. Increased significance levels were noted for freezing behaviour as well as a lower standard error of means was found in the highest shock intensity group. We therefore recommend using the higher shock intensity (1.5 mA) as the rats in the higher shock intensity group were more homogeneously fear-conditioned and therefore the results should be more reproducible and robust than in the lower shock intensity group. This would allow for fewer rats to be used in order to gain an accurate impression of the conditioning paradigm employed.